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ollowing a systematic process that ensures industry-approved management
and treatment of IT equipment, IT Asset Disposition provides the perfect
complement to your value chain through our holistic suite of services from
assessment, verification, recovery, refurbishment, reconfiguration to resale.
Adhering to stringent privacy, environmental and security regulations, we
also offer certified data sanitisation and responsible disposal services for your
retiring technology, helping you achieve greater corporate and environmental
sustainability aligned to international standards.

CHANGING THE WAY
THE WORLD BUYS TECHNOLOGY
Optimising the value of your hardware
Through our all-encompassing eco-system for enterprise
equipment, your recycled technology will be certified,
packed with industry-standard materials and remarketed
through our Hardware Resale’s global distribution network
for optimised returns.

Compliant with industry standards
Our high quality and environmental standards such as the
ISO 14001 Environment Management System certification*,
are affirmed by globally-recognised organisations including
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and
Asset Disposal and Information Security Alliance (ADISA)*.

Secure onsite and offsite data erasure services
We offer secure data sanitisation services that run on certified
erasure software, either on-premise or offsite, with disk
sanitisation reports provided upon completion for your
peace of mind.

*ISO 14001 and ADISA accreditation only applicable in specific regions.

One touchpoint for multi-platform requirements
Through a series of hardware diagnostic tests and sanitisation
procedures conducted by our professional engineers,
your equipment are harvested, recycled and refurbished
to your needs.

CASE
STUDY
Requirements
Our client sought a trusted partner in Singapore that could handle end-to-end asset lifecycle management for both mid and high-end enterprise
equipment like AIX servers, storage and Lenovo System X machines, as well as high volume products such as laptops, PCs and monitors.

How we bring value

Leveraged on our proven methodologies and multi-platform
expertise to perform hardware diagnostic tests and secure
sanitisation services for about 12,000 high volume products
and enterprise systems over a 12-month contract.

Beyond providing almost 15% cost savings through our ITAD
services, the client gained access to our global hardware
resale platform to remarket their refurbished hardware for
maximised returns.

Upon harvesting, recycled equipment were systematically
inventorised, tagged, barcoded and stored in Procurri’s
secure storage facilities in Singapore.

Tapped on our engineering capabilities to reconfigure and
assemble equipment, which were certified and packed with
industry standard materials, ready for reuse or remarketing
purposes.

